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INTRODUCTION 

 

This course is designed to introduce some statistical techniques as tools to analyse the data. In 

the beginning the students will be exposed with various forms of data. The data represented by 

the different types of variables are derived from different sources; daily and industrial 

activities. The analysis begins with the data representation visually. The course will also 

explore some methods of parameter estimation from different distributions. Further data 

analysis is conducted by introducing the hypothesis testing. Some models are employed to fit 

groups of data. At the end of course the students should be able to apply some statistical models 

in analysing data using available software.  

  Project 2, an individual project that want ask to study any dataset that we ca obtain 

from any source. Scope of this project is Inferential Statistics and the type of data is secondary 

data (from any organization and websites). Inferential Statistics Inferential insights are 

frequently utilized to compare the contrasts between the treatment bunches. Inferential insights 

utilize estimations from the test of subjects within the try to compare the treatment bunches 

and make generalizations approximately the bigger populace of subjects. There are numerous 

sorts of inferential measurements and each is fitting for a investigate plan and test 

characteristics. Analysts ought to counsel the various writings on test plan and statistics to 

discover the correct factual test for their try. There are 3 compulsory items: Hypothesis Testing 

(1 or 2 sample), correlation and Regressions. Other than that, we must choose at least one from 

ANOVA, Goodness Fit Test and Chi Square Test of Independence. Before start the 

programming and report, we must send a proposal to Dr Suhaila. The proposal consist of source 
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of datasets (including description), Variables, description of purpose of study, specification of 

target population, selection of variables, proposed analysis and expected outcome for analysis.  

FOCUS ON TOPIC (CONTENT) 

 

 

Project 2, I choose dataset from : 

https://perso.telecom-paristech.fr/eagan/class/igr204/datasets .  

I choose the dataset about cars. This dataset consists of 408 cars from USA, Europe and Japan.  

 

 

 

Every car that these three-country produce involve in this dataset. I would like to study the 

difference characteristics of each car that was written into that dataset. Other than that, I would 

like to study on how car manufacturer produce car with higher specification but saves more 

energy. Next, I would like to study which country produces the best car. The variables that  I 

choose from this datasets are Mileage per Gallon (MPG), Displacement, Horsepower, Weight 

https://perso.telecom-paristech.fr/eagan/class/igr204/datasets
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and Acceleration. These variables will help me to calculate Hypothesis Testing for 2-Sample, 

Correlation, Regression and ANOVA. The IDE that were use for this project that will helped 

to calculate is Rstudio that uses R language (a specific language for statistics).  

 SUPPORT OF TOPIC (RESULTS) : 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING 2-SAMPLE 

 

H0 : mean 1 = mean 2 

H1 : mean1 != mean 2 

Number of variable : 2 

Number of data, n : 30 

Mean 1 : xbar1 = 15.066667 

Mean 2: xbar2 = 20.833333 

Standard deviation 1 : s1 = 8.7491214456918 

Standard deviation 2 : s2 = 5.3309980519491 
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Test Statistic : t0 = -3.08290237848395 

Critical value : t.alpha = -2.011740551372977 

Decision : Reject H0, there are sufficient evidence that the mean of mpg for euro cars is not equal us. 

REGRESSION  
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X =  horsepower ,  Y =  weight 

H0 : B1 = 0 

H1 : B1 != 0 

p-value = 0.000000000413 

b1 : x = 13.61 

b0 : y = 1371.18 

sb1 = 1.456 

Test Statistics = (13.61-0)/1.456 = 9.532 

Critical Value = 2.048 

Decision : Reject H0 , there is sufficient evidence at 95% that weight affects horsepower. 
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CORRELATION 

 

 

 

 

 

Cor (x,y) =  0.88703325 

Based on the value 0.88703325 > 0.8 and the plotted graph is positive, the relationship between 

horsepower and weight is strong. 
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ANOVA 

 

 

H0 : mean 1= mean2= mean 3 

H1 : at least one of them is different 

Pvalue = 0.000000000000002 

Numerator = 2 

Denominator = 87 

Test Statistics = 105445380/188334 = 559.9 

Critical Value = F(2,87,0.05) = 3.11 

Decision, Reject H0.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

 

Based on the calculation that I have done, most of the calculation lead to the rejection of H0 in other 

word, the first mean of a data does not equal to another mean of the data. The plotted graph for 

correlation show us that the relationship is strong. If we refer t o the scale that Dr Suhaila provide us 

in the slide, the value of  that we calculate is greater than 0.8 and it is poritively plotted at the first 

quadrant. That is a proof that the Y axis and the x axis has a strong relationship between them. 

Hypothesis 2-Sample, comparing mpg of us cars manufacturer with Europe manufacturer. The 

calculation show us that we reject H0 and this proof that the mpg of Europe cars is different form US 

cars. Most of the findings lead to the same decision rejecting H0. 


